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Abstract— This paper presents a measurement system for
measuring dynamic acceleration of infrastructure remotely using
semipassive radio-frequency identification (RFID) tag. This
measurement is critical to the vibration-based method for
infrastructure health monitoring. Design considerations of
accelerometer integrated ultrahigh-frequency RFID tag and
dynamic acceleration measurements through an RFID wireless
link are discussed. Measurement results of the system for a
structural specimen have shown that it is capable of acquiring
data which provides the information of natural frequency of
the structural specimen. Moreover, the system can distinctively
identify the state changes of the structural specimen by natural
frequency shifts. These results are benchmarked against the
results obtained with two commercial systems. It is shown that the
standard deviation of the measurement of the natural frequency
is ±0.01 Hz which is very close to the standard deviation of the
commercial measurement systems.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

I

NFRASTRUCTURE health monitoring is an essential discipline in civil engineering as it provides vital information
which can be used to evaluate the state of civil structures,
such as bridges, buildings, and tunnels. For this purpose,
measurements of dynamic responses of structures are highly
important. Vibration-based infrastructure health monitoring
is extensively used in this process to acquire the necessary vital information (e.g., natural frequencies and mode
shapes) by measuring dynamic acceleration of structures [1].
This method uses the frequency shift as the basic feature
for the identification of state change of the structure [2].
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Wired piezoelectric accelerometers are being widely used for
this purpose with sophisticated data acquisition (DAQ) and
conditioning modules for accurate measurements. Commercial
accelerometers [3], [4] are used in wired acceleration measurements of structures with high-end commercial DAQs [5].
In economizing the installations, wireless sensor systems with
active wireless sensor nodes have been used mostly with
Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)-based accelerometers for dynamic acceleration measurements. Continuous
research work has been carried out to acquire dynamic acceleration data using commercial wireless nodes [6], as described
in [7], and commercial wireless accelerometer systems [8], as
detailed in [9].
When considering wireless sensor systems for infrastructure health monitoring, low-power sensors are preferred to
avoid frequent servicing of sensors installed in positions
which are inaccessible or difficult to access. Radio-frequency
identification (RFID) technology has been identified as an
attractive solution and used for wireless sensor development
related to infrastructure monitoring. RFID-based techniques
with backscatter signal power measurement have been used
to measure displacement [10] and strain [11]. The RFID
multiprobe impedance-based sensor method with backscatter
signal measurement has been proposed [12] and used to detect
water infiltration on concrete [13]. However, in practice, the
environment in the vicinity highly influences backscatter signal
power where misleading information may result when using
it as an indirect indicator. Therefore, using these methods for
acquiring accurate measurements is difficult in noise prone
infrastructure environments.
Direct sensor integration has been made possible with
the availability of new generation RFID chips. Passive (i.e.,
battery-less) and semipassive RFID tags have been developed
using these RFID chips for various applications. The semipassive RFID tags use battery power for integrated sensors
where they still follow the passive backscatter communication.
This is entirely different from the communication of the
active wireless sensors and nodes with transceivers which
consume power [14]. Therefore, the advantage of passive
communication at the tag can be acquired into a wireless
system using the semipassive RFID tags. Furthermore, as
they use low battery power in operation, enhancing them
into battery-less state may be possible with suitable power
harvesting techniques. Nevertheless, the previous publications
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related to RFID-based dynamic acceleration measurement for
infrastructure health monitoring are limited. A programmable
RFID-based passive sensing platform was presented in [15]
with an integrated temperature sensor. Enhancement of the
same to measure acceleration was achieved in [16] by integrating an accelerometer. However, continuous acceleration
measurements were not possible due to power constraints,
and the tag was proposed for orientation detection. The semipassive RFID tag system presented in [17] for environmental
monitoring has integrated sensors of light, temperature, and
acceleration. A microcontroller was used to integrate these
sensors to a selected RFID chip. Battery-less enhancement of
this tag was attempted in [18], and measurements of light and
temperature have been presented. However, the acceleration
measurements were done at 5-s intervals in battery-assisted
passive (BAP) mode where the measurements were presented
as static acceleration. The operation of the sensor whether
in passive or semipassive mode entirely depends on the
physical quantity measured and the frequency of measurement.
A sensor integrated passive RFID tag was presented in [19]
for measuring temperature and humidity of concrete. Both
the temperature and humidity sensors were integrated to an
RFID chip using a microcontroller. Temperature and humidity
measurements are much more important in the monitoring of
the concrete curing process at early age than in the long-term
infrastructure health monitoring.
Moreover, the RFID tags have a detuning effect due to
the performance degradation of their antennas in the vicinity
of different types of material [20]–[22]. This reduces the
read range (maximum distance that the reader can detect
the backscatter signal from the RFID tag) and imposes a
major limitation on RFID sensor performance. This effect is
unavoidable in infrastructure health monitoring environments
where structural members made out of concrete and metal
are ubiquitous. Therefore, an RFID-based infrastructure health
monitoring system has been proposed in [23] where a novel
tag antenna has been designed and its performance investigated
when mounted on large members made out of concrete or
metal.
Even though the application of inexpensive RFID technology for wireless infrastructure health monitoring seems
promising, the type of physical quantity that should be
measured and the influence of the structural environment
complicate the task. Therefore, designing an RFID-based
measurement system to measure the dynamic acceleration
of infrastructure remotely is challenging, and a considerable
amount of research work remains to be done.
In this paper, a system for remote dynamic acceleration
measurements in civil structures is presented. The system
incorporates an accelerometer integrated ultrahighfrequency (UHF) semipassive RFID tag. In Section II,
the concept of RFID-based sensor system is introduced.
Section III describes the measurement system design
with accelerometer integrated RFID tag in detail. Then,
in Section IV, the measurement results are presented. Next,
in Section V, they are compared with the measurement results
obtained with commercial measurement systems. Finally, the
conclusions are given in Section VI.

Fig. 1. RFID-based wireless infrastructure health monitoring system where
sensor integrated RFID tags mounted on a structural member.

Fig. 2. RFID section of the wireless infrastructure health monitoring system.

II. M EASUREMENT S YSTEM W ITH S ENSOR
I NTEGRATED RFID TAGS
The proposed RFID-based infrastructure health monitoring system [23] is shown in Fig. 1. The sensor integrated
RFID tags are mounted on structural members to acquire
measurements. In general, the sensor can be any analog or
digital transducer of a physical quantity that is useful in
determining the state of the infrastructure, such as strain,
dynamic acceleration, and displacement. RFID reader functionality is integrated to a commercial wireless node to provide
the system with the capability of wireless networking. Wireless
nodes of the same type in different sections of large-scale
infrastructure can operate in a wireless network where the
Web server in the same wireless network collects the sensor
data which can be accessed via the Internet. This provides
the advantage of low-cost, low-power RFID technology to
support the need of dense population of sensors in largescale infrastructure monitoring and the feasibility of local
infrastructure health monitoring using a wireless system. Fig. 2
shows the schematic block diagram of an RFID section of the
measurement system. It includes a sensor integrated RFID tag
where an accelerometer is used as the sensor for remotely
measuring the dynamic acceleration in civil structures.
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Accelerometer integrated RFID tag prototype.

code (EPC) Class 1 Generation2 air interface protocol in
the 900-MHz UHF RFID band (902–928 MHz). In terms
of performance, it has 23-dBm maximum transmit power
and −65-dBm receive sensitivity. Furthermore, being an SiP
with the UART interface, it provides convenience in future
developments of the measurement system. In the current
version of the system design, the wireless node is replaced
with a computer, and the RFID reader is directly connected to
a computer. Laird Technologies S9025PR antenna which has
a maximum far-field gain of 5.5 dBic was used as the reader
antenna.
C. Accelerometer Integrated RFID Tag Prototype Design

Fig. 3.
(a) Measurement system with accelerometer integrated RFID
tag testing structural specimen, (b) impact hammer, and (c) specimen and
mounting arrangement of the tag (S D -accelerometer, μC-microcontroller,
T tag, and axes X, Y , and Z ).

III. M EASUREMENT S YSTEM W ITH ACCELEROMETER
I NTEGRATED RFID TAG
A. Measurement System
The measurement system designed for the dynamic
acceleration measurement is shown in Fig. 3(a). The PCB
PIEZOTRONICS Model 086C04 ICP impact hammer system [24] shown in Fig. 3(b) was used in the process of
exciting the testing arrangement shown in Fig. 3(c). The testing
arrangement has a structural specimen of a rectangular steel
beam with the length (l) of 3 m, width (b) of 0.1 m, and
height (h) of 0.025 m. The specimen is hinged on mounts kept
at 3-m apart. The dynamic acceleration measurement position
is at midspan of the specimen, where A, B, and C denote
impact positions which has 123.5, 75, and 40-cm distances
from the reference point O, respectively.
B. RFID Reader and Reader Antenna
In the design of the RFID section of the infrastructure
health monitoring system, Indy RS500 development board
which contains Indy RS500 system-in-package (SiP) was
used as the RFID reader [25]. It supports Electronic product

The accelerometer integrated RFID tag shown in Fig. 4
was designed for the dynamic acceleration measurements.
ADXL362 ultralow-power three-axis MEMS accelerometer
has been used in the design to have low-power implementation
of the accelerometer integrated RFID tag. The operational
current required by this accelerometer is in the microampere
range (1.8 μA at 100-Hz output data rate with 2 V supply)
where it is an attractive feature to have, considering the
application for which the design is intended. It provides 12-b
acceleration measurement resolution via Serial peripheral
interface (SPI) with selectable output data rates, noise modes,
and maximum acceleration levels [26]. The flexibility of
these selections is also useful for this type of application
specific development. Furthermore, it is capable of generating
interrupts for certain firmware selectable states and contains
an first in, first out (FIFO) buffer. Impinj Monza X-8K Dura
development board has been used as the RFID tag which
has an on-board tip-loaded dipole antenna, Impinj Monza
X-8K Dura RFID chip, and I 2 C interface. The RFID chip
consists of two firmware selectable RF ports which form the
RF interface. This uncommon feature of the chip provides the
flexibility of enhancing the readability of the accelerometer
integrated RFID tag using two suitable RFID antennas
whenever necessary. However, the chip access from I 2 C
has priority over the RF interface. Furthermore, it has two
options of operation modes called passive (P) and BAP
where the latter has enhanced sensitivity [27]. The 16-b
PIC24FJ128GA010 microcontroller has been used in the
prototype design to avoid unnecessary delays in firmware,
handling acceleration data with 12-b resolution (14 b in
total with two sign bits). The microcontroller is capable of
handling both the SPI and I 2 C interfaces which is necessary
for the integration of the accelerometer and the RFID tag.
The operational speed of the microcontroller can also be
increased using internal Phase locked loop (PLL) [28].
Explorer 16 is a recommended development board
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Fig. 5. EPC arrangement with acceleration samples S1 –S7 and tracking
word TW .
TABLE I
C ONFIGURATION OF THE C OMPONENTS IN F IRMWARE

for 16-b PIC microcontrollers, and it has been used as
the interfacing platform in the current development [29].
The 3.3 V dc power distribution to the prototype was done
through the Explorer 16 development board where 2 V supply
is provided to the accelerometer to have minimum offset in
readings.
D. Firmware Design of the Accelerometer
Integrated Tag Prototype
Firmware of the prototype has been written in the
C language giving consideration to the physical quantity of
the measurement (dynamic acceleration) and the limitations of
the RFID hardware. When measuring dynamic acceleration,
samples have to be acquired fast enough to retain detailed
information. However, I 2 C priority of the RFID chip adds
a constraint to this where frequent access of the RFID chip
via I 2 C reduces the possibility of it being accessed via the
RF interface. Inversely, if the frequency of I 2 C access is
reduced, a high amount of redundant acquisition of samples
may occur at the RFID reader. In this case, the FIFO buffer
of the accelerometer was used to accumulate a maximum
of 21 acceleration samples (seven sets of three-axis acceleration), and the prominent axis (Z -axis) samples were subsequently transferred to the extended 8 × 16-b EPC memory of
the RFID chip with the additional tracking word (TW ). By this
method, sufficient time is automatically allocated to the RFID
reader to access the RFID chip via the RF interface. TW is used
to filter out minor occurrences of redundant samples acquired
at the RFID reader. The EPC arrangement with seven prominent axis acceleration samples is shown in Fig. 5, and TW is
toggled by the firmware at the time of the generation of the
assigned interrupt by the accelerometer for the accumulation
of the number of samples previously configured. The current
firmware configuration of the components is given in Table I.
IV. M EASUREMENT R ESULTS
A. Read Range
Initially, a measurement of the system was carried out to
investigate the possible read range of the modulated passive

Fig. 6. (a) Read range measurement arrangement. (b) Measured read range
of the system.

backscattering RFID wireless link. System arrangement in the
laboratory environment is shown in Fig. 6(a). Both the reader
antenna and the RFID tag were kept 1.1 m above ground
in line-of-sight orientation. A polystyrene mount was used to
support the RFID tag. The measurements were conducted for
both the options of the P and BAP modes of the RFID chip
with 23-dBm reader transmit power and 923-MHz transmit
frequency (center frequency of Australian UHF RFID band
of 920–926 MHz) [30]. Fig. 6(b) shows the average number
of reads/s which can be achieved with increasing distance
between the RFID tag and the reader antenna. The maximum
read range that can be achieved in free space for the BAP
option was 1.8 m. The measurement of the read range on metal
was done mounting the RFID tag on the structural specimen.
However, the achievable read range is reduced to ∼0.1 m
for the BAP option which clearly shows the tag detuning
effect. The sensitivity difference of the RFID chip for both
the P and BAP options can also be seen from the free-space
measurement results. A noticeable read range was not achieved
when the RFID tag was mounted on the structural specimen
for the P option.
B. Acceleration Measurements
Several dynamic acceleration measurements were conducted
at impact point A by changing the number of prominent axis
acceleration samples carried by EPC. All possibilities under
the available EPC memory have been analyzed by changing
the number of samples from 1 to 7, and in Fig. 7, these are
denoted by cases S1–S7, respectively. It shows the scattered
plot of acquired sample rates via RFID link for ten numbers
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Fig. 7. Sample rates achieved via RFID link for ten impacts at point A for
each case of S1–S7.

Fig. 8.
Prominent axis (Z -axis) measurement and the force of impact
at point A.

of random impacts for each case. The range was chosen as
1.5 m, and the measurements were conducted in the BAP
option of RFID chip. The firmware of the accelerometer
integrated RFID tag was adjusted accordingly to form the
EPC of each case with TW . The transmit power and the
frequency were kept unchanged as in the experiment of read
range measurements. Fig. 8 shows one of the results for the
prominent axis acceleration measurement. Time history results
of both acceleration and impact hammer data show that there is
no delay in measurements. Fig. 7 shows negligible variations
of sample rate for different trials of impacts for each case.
However, the average value holds constant for S7–S3 and then
reduces. In the point of view of firmware, when the number
of acceleration samples per read is reduced, the interrupt
from the accelerometer occurs more frequently. Subsequently,
this will increase RFID chip access of the microcontroller
via I 2 C which will reduce the accessibility of the RFID
chip by the reader via RF port. This effect is noticeable
only in the cases of S2 and S1 where the acquired sample
rate reduces with the reduced number of samples per read.

Fig. 9. Single-sided amplitude spectra of acceleration measurements for the
cases of S7–S3 with random impacts of I1–I25.

Since cases S3–S7 have demonstrated nearly the same sample
rates, the single-sided amplitude spectra have been calculated
using the acceleration measurements acquired for these cases
and the results are shown in Fig. 9. All of those show a
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Fig. 10. (a) Measured three-axis acceleration data. (b) Single-sided amplitude
spectrum of the Z -axis measurement.

prominent peak approximately at 6.2 Hz. This value is very
close to the calculated value of 6.4 Hz which is the frequency
of the first mode (i.e., natural frequency) of a 3-m-long hinged
rectangular steel beam using

EI
2
(1)
ωn = κ
ρA
where ωn is the frequency of the nth mode (rads−1),
κ × l = 3.1416, E is Young’s modulus (Nm−2 ), I = b × h 3 /
12 (m4 ), ρ is the weight density (kgm−3), and
A = b × h (m2 ) [31].
Fig. 9 also shows noise and some other peaks with substantial magnitude in the cases of S3–S5. When considering
the midspan placement of the accelerometer, the next possible natural mode of the specimen is the third mode [31].
According to (1), the frequency of this mode is ∼57.3 Hz. The
detection of this mode is not possible with the ∼50-Hz spectral
bandwidth of the current system. Hence, in order to avoid
false alarms, cases S3–S5 which generate recognizable noise
peaks may be neglected. Therefore, case S6 is chosen (out of
possible S6 and S7) as the setting of acceleration samples per
read for the prominent axis acceleration measurements. The
measurement of three-axis acceleration has been performed
in the same testing setup by applying impacts at point A,
and the results are shown in Fig. 10(a). In this measurement,
7 b × 16 b of EPC memory have been used to hold two sets
of three-axis acceleration samples with TW . The information
of the resonant frequency can only be noticed in the Z -axis
measurement, as shown in Fig. 10(b), due to the orientation of

Fig. 11. (a) Prominent axis (Z -axis) acceleration measurement for random
impacts at points A, B, and C. (b) Single-sided amplitude spectra of the
measurements.

the testing arrangement and the direction of impact. Intuitively,
the spectral bandwidth is equally divided among axes. This
three-axis measurement is useful in monitoring particular
structures with random orientations even with an additional
noise peak observed around 10 Hz.
C. Spatial Sensitivity Test
Several tests were conducted applying impacts at
points B and C additional to point A. One of those
results is shown in Fig. 11(a). The time history of the
acceleration is different, as applied impacts were random.
However, single-sided amplitude spectra of the time history
data shown in Fig. 11(b) indicate that the prominent peak is
approximately the same at 6.2 Hz. Therefore, the information
that can be acquired from the measurement is retained, even
though the height of the peaks reduces from points A to C due
to the energy dissipation of the vibration along the specimen.
This can also be seen when comparing the acceleration levels,
as shown in Fig. 11(a).
D. Test With Imposed Load on Specimen
In this test, the dynamic acceleration was measured with an
imposed extra load on the structural specimen. The specimen
that has a mass (m) of 59 kg has been loaded with a mass (M)
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Fig. 12.
Single-sided amplitude spectra for acceleration measurements
of unloaded and loaded specimen with random impacts from I26 to I35
at point A.

of 11 kg at a distance (d) of 180 cm from point O in
the −Y direction, and the impacts were applied at point A.
The single-sided amplitude spectra of the acquired acceleration
results are shown in Fig. 12 in comparison with the results
from the unloaded specimen. Fig. 12 shows clear change of
the natural frequency of the specimen where it has come
closer approximately to 5.5 Hz. This value is almost to the
calculated analytical natural frequency value of 5.58 Hz
(first mode) which is acquired for off-center loaded hinged
steel beam specimen using

KEI (Aα + A)
(2)
ω=
Ml 3 (Bα + B)
where ω is the natural frequency of loaded specimen (rads−1).
Aα and Bα are the functions of both mass ratio (m/M)
and load’s position (d/l), where A and B are the functions
of only (d/l) [32]. Under the consideration of deflection
curves of the specimen by combined contribution of both
m and M [32], the values K , Aα , Bα , A, and B are found
to be 48, 1.1183, 4.1078, 0.0576, and 0.0531, respectively.
The state of the structural specimen was changed by applying
the load, and it is distinctively acquired by the system.
V. C OMPARISON OF M EASUREMENT R ESULTS
The PCB PIEZOTRONICS 352C34 single-axis commercial wired accelerometer [3] and LORD MicroStrain
G-Link-LXRS commercial wireless accelerometer [8] have
been used to acquire independent measurement results to compare with the measurement results from the proposed measurement system. Commercial wired accelerometer and wireless
accelerometer have been collocated with the accelerometer
integrated RFID tag. The National Instruments’ NI USB-6251
multifunction DAQ module [5] and LORD MicroStrain

Fig. 13. Comparison of single-sided amplitude spectra of acceleration measurements for impacts at point A between (a) proposed system and commercial
wired accelerometer system and (b) proposed system and commercial wireless
accelerometer system.

WSDA-Base-104-LXRS base station [33] have been used
for the acceleration DAQ from the commercial wired and
wireless accelerometers, respectively. Each system has been
used for simultaneous dynamic acceleration measurements
with the proposed system, and the prominent axis acceleration measurements have been analyzed. Fig. 13 shows the
comparison of single-sided amplitude spectra of the acceleration measurements obtained using the proposed system
and those obtained with commercial wired accelerometer [see
Fig. 13(a)] and wireless accelerometer [see Fig. 13(b)] in
different instances. Fig. 13(a) shows that both the systems
have shown prominent peaks (i.e., natural frequency) near
6.1 and 5.4 Hz for the unloaded and loaded states of the
structural specimen, respectively. According to Fig. 13(b),
both the proposed and commercial wireless systems have also
shown prominent peaks near 6.1 Hz for the unloaded state and
at 5.4 Hz for the loaded state.
Further measurements with multiple impacts have shown
that the difference between the values of the average natural frequency determined by the proposed system and the
commercial systems is ∼0.02 Hz. The standard deviation
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of ±0.01 Hz of the proposed system is very close to the
standard deviation of commercial wired (±0.011 Hz) and
wireless (±0.0078 Hz) accelerometers. The reason for the
shift in the spectrum in this set of experiments can be due
to slight changes of the boundary conditions (e.g., placement
of hinges) that might have occurred in the testing arrangement.
Overall, the results show that the proposed measurement
system with accelerometer integrated RFID tag can be used
for infrastructure health monitoring.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a dynamic acceleration measurement system
with an accelerometer integrated semipassive RFID tag was
presented for remote monitoring of infrastructure. Design
considerations for acquiring maximum possible spectral bandwidth for the prominent axis dynamic acceleration measurements under the limitations of the selected RFID hardware
were discussed. Measurements were conducted using a structural specimen, and the experimental results have shown
that the system can acquire natural frequency information
of the structural specimen. The results were validated by
analytical calculations and comparing those with measurement
results from the standard commercial systems. The experiment
with the loaded specimen has shown that the system can
distinguish the state changes of structures due to load changes.
Therefore, the proposed RFID-based wireless system can be
used for infrastructure health monitoring. As future work,
field testing will be done by enhancing the proposed system
by incorporating the modified RFID tag antenna [23] which
performs better when mounted on structural blocks made out
of concrete or metal.
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